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Application of Finite Automata in DebuggingNatural Language VocabulariesTomasz KowaltowskiCl�audio L. LucchesiJorge Stol��Sum�arioFinite acyclic automata can be used as a very versatile tool inmany applications involving natural language vocabularies. Thiswork describes some experiments in \debugging" semi-automatic-ally such vocabularies, i. e. suggesting non-existent and missingwords. Partial statistics are shown for Portuguese, Italian andEnglish vocabularies.1 IntroductionIn a recent paper [2] we described the use of �nite automata as a basisfor building e�cient spelling checkers and advisers, and mentioned otherpossible applications.In this work we focus on one particular application of such automata,namely the \debugging" of natural language vocabularies. Such vocab-ularies are large collections (from tens of thousands up to hundreds of�Departamento de Ciência da Computa�c~ao, Universidade Estadual de Camp-inas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP. E-mail: ftomasz,lucchesi,stolfig@dcc.unicamp.br.(Authors are listed in alphabetical order.) This research was partially supported bygrants from the Brazilian National Council for Scienti�c and Technological Develop-ment (CNPq). 1



2 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�thousands) of words. These collections are typically compiled from manydisparate sources, and contain many misspellings and omissions. Detect-ing such errors is usually a very tedious and time consuming task.To address this problem, we built a set of language-independent toolswhich help in detecting such errors. Some of these tools identify wordswhich do not seem to conform to any simple pattern, and thus are can-didates to be excluded from the vocabulary. Other tools suggest wordswhich are not in the vocabulary but whose addition would simplify insome sense its automaton, and are thus candidates for inclusion in thevocabulary. We have successfully used these tools to debug large Por-tuguese, Italian, and English vocabularies obtained from various sources.Of course, since natural languages have many irregularities and ex-ceptions, the debugging process cannot be completely automated. Nomatter how good a program may be at identifying likely errors, it canonly make suggestions, whose validity must eventually be judged by ahuman expert.2 Programming environment and toolsAll the software described here was implemented in the languageModu-la-3 [3, 4], developed at the Systems Research Center of the DigitalEquipment Corporation. The main reasons for this choice were the sim-plicity of the language, its object-oriented programming paradigm andits availability on most unix workstations.2.1 Basic libraryOur debugging tools are built on top of a library of e�cient routines formanipulating large acyclic automata, also developed at DCC/UNICAMP.The main modules in this library are:� Dag: implements acyclic directed graphs which are used for thenext abstraction;



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 3� Reduced: implements reduced �nite acyclic automata; provides op-erations for inclusion, exclusion, enumeration and membership testof words, and for controled enumeration of states and transitions;� ReducedPair: implements e�ciently boolean operations betweenthe sets of words accepted by two automata.The library also includes many auxiliary abstractions for handling texts,�les, etc. Altogether, the basic library contains some 6,000 lines of sourcecode.2.2 ToolsThe debugging tools are implemented as three separate programs:� MaintainAutomaton: a simple program (about 600 lines) for build-ing �nite automata from wordlists, and modifying them;� AutoAnalysis: the main debugging tool (about 1,000 lines) whichperforms several analyses on a given automaton, including: un-productive states (states which contribute very few words to thelanguage), similar states (pairs of states which accept very similarsets of su�xes), lexical classes (states which seem to correspondto major lexical categories), lexical radicals (sets of pre�x stringswhich seem to correspond to lexical stems);� IdealClasses: an analysis tool (about 1,300 lines), still under devel-opment, which tries to assign the words of the language to a givenset of lexical classes, on the basis of their inection patterns.



4 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�3 The AutoAnalysis programWe will now describe AutoAnalysis, our main debugging tool, in moredetail. The debugging experiments reported in Section 4 were largelybased on its output.3.1 Unproductive statesOne of the functions of the AutoAnalysis tool is to look for possible mis-spellings and \foreign" words in the vocabulary, by looking for statesthat are used by few words.Given a state t of the automaton, we donote by P (t) the set of pre�xesof t, i. e. the set of words spelled by all paths through the automatonstarting at its initial state and ending at t. Analogously, S(t) denotesthe set of su�xes of t, i. e. the set words spelled by all paths starting att and reaching some �nal state.It is easy to see that the set of words in the language whose paths gothrough a particular state t is W (t) = P (t) �S(t), and that the number ofsuch words is exactly jP (t)j � jS(t)j. The AutoAnalysis program considersthat a state t is unproductive if jW (t)j � p0, where p0 is a user-speci�edparameter (typically, 1 to 3). Said another way, a state is unproduc-tive if removing it from the automaton (together with all its incomingand outgoing transitions) would eliminate at most p0 words from thelanguage.For each unproductive state found, the program prints the list W (t)of words that use it. After merging and sorting these lists, and elimi-nating duplicate entries, we manually check the validity of these words,and remove those that are genuine mistakes. Experience shows that mis-spellings and \foreign" words present in the vocabulary are very likelycome up in this listing. See Section 4 for examples.3.2 Similar statesAnother function of the AutoAnalysis program is to suggest words thatmay be missing from the vocabulary, by looking for pairs of similar



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 5states.Intuitively, two states t1; t2 are similar if they could be collapsedinto a single state by adding a relatively small number of words to thelanguage. The de�nition of \relatively small" can be controlled by theuser to some extent, but basically it means that the pre�x sets Pi = P (ti)of both states must be small, and their su�x sets Si = S(ti) must di�erby a small number of strings, in relative and/or absolute terms. Moreprecisely, the program considers t1 and t2 to be similar if and only if1. jS1 n S2j � p1 and jS2 n S1j � p12. jS1 n S2j=jS1j � p2 and jS2 n S1j=jS2j � p23. jS1 \ S2j � p34. jP1j � p4 and jP2j � p45. jP1j � jS2 n S1j+ jP2j � jS1 n S2j � p5where p1 through p5 are user-given parameters. For each pair (t1; t2) ofdistinct states that meets these criteria, the program outputs the set ofstrings U(t1; t2) = P1 � (S2 n S1)[ P2 � (S1 n S2)These are the words whose addition to the vocabulary would cause thetwo states to collapse into one (assuming that neither state is reachablefrom the other).The parameters p1 through p5 usually depend on the vocabulary,and should be chosen so as to maximize the number of valid suggestions,without generating too many invalid ones. At present, we do this bytrial and error. (As a matter of fact, some of the criteria above whereintroduced in response to previous experiments which produced exagger-ated number of suggestions.) Usually, a few test runs of the AutoAnalysisprogram are enough to obtain a satisfactory list of suggestions.After merging all the output lists U(t1; t2), and eliminating repeatedentries, we manually check the validity of each suggestion. For most of



6 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�the vocabularies we have obtained so far, this process typically producesthousands of distinct suggestions, 10 to 50% of them being valid wordsthat are indeed missing from the vocabulary.Typically, the manual inspection also uncovers a number of mis-spellings and \foreign" words in the vocabulary, which are revealed bythe appearance of peculiar suggestions formed from their pre�xes andsu�xes.After adding all valid suggestions to the vocabulary, and correctingany other errors found, we usually run the resulting automaton againthrough the AutoAnalysis program, with similar parameters. Since thestates and su�xes have changed, the output of this second run usuallycontains many suggestions that were not present in that of the �rst run,and a good fraction of the new suggestions is valid. Typically, we can gothrough two or three iterations of this process before the percentage ofvalid suggestions in the output becomes too small to justify the cost ofmanual checking.3.3 Lexical classesA third function of the AutoAnalysis program is to analyze and describethe lexical structure of the wordlist.In particular, we say that a state t of the automaton correspondsto a lexical class if it can be reached from the initial state by a certainminimum number of distinct paths (also a program parameter), and atleast one of these paths does not go through another lexical class. Theset of lexical radicals of a state t is the set of its pre�xes which arespelled without going through other lexical classes. These two conceptsare useful in identifying approximations to the true lexical categories ofthe language, and can be used as a basis for determining the parametersfor the program IdealClasses, described in Section 5.



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 74 Experimental resultsWe have tested the AutoAnalysis program on several languages, withvarying degrees of thoroughness. We report here the experimental resultsachieved for Portuguese and Italian, which belong to the Romance group,and for English.4.1 PortugueseThe Portuguese vocabulary we started from (courtesy of TTI TecnologiaLtda. of S~ao Paulo) had 206,784 words and was collected by processingtexts published in newspapers followed by some manual veri�cation. Itscoverage of stems and non-verb derivatives was somewhat inconsistent,but its verb conjugations were mostly complete, and it contained veryfew erroneous words. The statistics for its automaton are:Words 206,784States 15,305Final states 2,247Valid transitions 41,824The unproductive states analysis, with threshold p0 = 1, produced alist of 196 states, each of them traversed by only one word. There were120 distinct words in this set, shown in Figure 1 (notice that one wordcan contribute with several unproductive states). Most of these wordsfall into one of the three classes:� words spelled incorrectly (for example corrijindo instead of cor-rigindo, and intrasmiss��vel instead of intransmiss��vel);� words which have unusual forms (for instance words of foreign ori-gin like celsius or kibutz);� words which appear without corresponding inected forms (for ex-ample, the noun ang�ustia appears without its plural ang�ustias, theverb form convi�eramos appears without its many related forms,



8 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol��africa demograficamente j�upiter povar�eu�alcool despreparo jardinagem pr�ussiaabdômen desprest��gio juniores pref�acioabracadabra dezenove kaiser preparativosacovardamento dezoito kelvin pretific�assemosadvocacia diametralmente ketchup quatorzeagronomia dil�uvio kibutz qui�c�aalvenaria doravante kitsch ra��zesang�ustia escombros l��bano reinterpreta�c~aoanonimamente esguelha luc��feres rusticidadeantropofagia estenografia m�undi s��filisapetrechos experdirmos malgrado sarapatelautoconfian�ca fênix mantimentos satan�asautocontrole fealdade metafisicamente similitudebônus gasogênio mios�otis sobremaneirabeisebol guache n�apoles soslaiobrutamontes h�ercules n�upcias statusburaqueira hindustani ningu�em têmporasc�ocegas hipersensibilidade o�asis talquinhocatolicismo ilicitamente obliquamente tecnicolorcelsius ilogicamente oeste tibiezachimarr~ao incessantemente outrossim tiracolocl��max indian�opolis pâncreas tranfigura�c~aoconvi�eramos inglaterra pêsames transfigura�c~oesconvulsivamente intransmiss��veis p��ton transitoriedadecopacabana intrasmiss��vel parab�ens trienalcorrijindo intrepidez patavina trigonometriacristianismo intrinsecamente pentecostes voleibold�eficit ipanema pmdb x�eroxdebaixo j�unior porventura zênitesFigura 1: List of words responsible for unproductive states for the Por-tuguese vocabulary.



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 9the word intransmiss��veis appears because of the wrong form of itssingular version).We ran the same analysis a second time with p0 = 2, meaning thatstates with up to two paths paths going through them were consideredunproductive. This time the program reported 1244 unproductive statesdue to 1452 words. Most of the new suggestions were perfectly validwords which did not have other similar forms other than their plurals, likethe pairs bar��tono and bar��tonos or jurisprudência and jurisprudências.Even so, we found in this run some incorrect pairs of words like beastial-idade and beastialidades (instead of bestialidade/s), and several missingsingular or plural forms, such as c�uria and dil�uvios.For the analysis of similar states, we tried several values of the pa-rameters for the same automaton. In a typical experiment, we requiredjS1 n S2j � 1jS2 n S1j � 1jS1 \ S2j � 10jP1j � jS2 n S1j+ jP2j � jS1 n S2j � 10With these values of the parameters, the program identi�ed 1,351 pairsof similar states and suggested a list of 3,307 words for inclusion. About25% of these suggestions were valid and should be included in the vocab-ulary. As expected, most of the suggested valid words were missing in-ected forms of some words already present in the vocabulary, but whichwere not used in the material which was the base for the word collec-tion. On the other hand, many of the suggested words were non-existent\regular" forms of irregular verbs (for instance, pressuporam instead ofpressupuseram). Finally, many of the suggestions were rather absurdand resulted from some unexpected state pairs being considered similar.For example, the suggestions internacionalicamente and automatidadewere listed because the pre�xes internacionali- and automati- take theautomaton to two states both with 57 su�xes, identical except for thesu�xes -dade and -camente.



10 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�It should be noticed that there are many doubtful cases when it is notclear whether a derived form exists or not, like for instance acobertantefrom the verb acobertar. In any case, the �nal decision must be takenby an expert.4.2 ItalianWe also tried our toools on an Italian vocabulary (courtesy of DavidVincenzetti from the University of Milan) which had 61,183 words andwas considerably less complete and systematic than the Portuguese one,especially with regard to inected forms and verb tenses. These defectsprobably explain why the corresponding automaton is proportionatelybigger than the Portuguese one:Words 61,183States 10,273Final states 1,700Valid transitions 25,941In this case we went through several iterations of the debugging cycle,checking the program's suggestions and updating the automaton eachtime. The unproductive state analysis (in this case, states which are usedby up to three words) produced (in successive runs) 2657 \suspicious"words. About 150 of these words were obvious misspellings (for example,immmediata instead of immediata, and ca�e instead of ca��e). Another1400 words were valid, but their appearance in the list revealed theomission of related forms (for example, armistizio appeared in this listbecause it plural armistizi was missing). Altogether, about 58% of thesuggestions uncovered real errors in the vocabulary.The analysis of similar states was carried out ten times so far, withseveral values of similarity parameters. Altogether were produced about230.000 suggestions of words to be included in the vocabulary. Visualprocessing of these suggestions showed that at least 31% of them werevalid. As in the case of Portuguese, this number does not include manysuggested words whose validity we were unable to decide.



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 11As a (not �nal yet) result, the vocabulary grew from the original61,183 words to 134,090 words (119% increase!). It is interesting tonotice that the growth of the automaton was much more modest:Words 134,090States 12,496Final states 2,685Valid transitions 37,6114.3 EnglishWe also tested our tools on an inected English vocabulary of 104,216words, the result of merging several public-domain word lists retrievedby FTP from sites around the world. Not surprisingly, the automatonwas substantially bigger (in absolute terms, and in relation to the size ofthe vocabulary) than the automata for Portuguese and Italian:Words 104,216States 47,116Final states 7,484Valid transitions 99,472Debugging of this vocabulary just started. The �rst run of the un-productive states analysis listed 1825 \suspicious" words, of which 409were considered to be inappropriate during the manual check. Most ofthese words were proper nouns and their derivatives (like lilliput, amer-icanized, and huckleberry) or foreign terms (like aquafortis, blitzkrieg,and mozzarella). We did get however several misspellings, such as arbri-trary, apothecarcaries, e�rescent, and insugently. Moreover, the listedwords which were actually valid revealed indirectly the omission of 2269related forms. Altogether, 62% of the words that were checked manuallyled to real bugs in the vocabulary.We attempted to run the analysis of similar states several times, withincreasingly strict similarity criteria, but the output lists were usuallytoo big (several hundreds of thousands of words), and the runs had to



12 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�be aborted. Finally, we managed to get a list with \only" 10,000 sug-gestions, by declaring \similar" only those pairs of states with at least6 su�xes in common, and di�ering by no more than 20 words. This listis still being checked manually, and about 30% of its entries seem to bevalid words that are missing from the vocabulary.5 The IdealClasses programWe are presently developing and testing the program IdealClasses, whosepurpose is to perform a more sophisticated version of the similar statesanalysis, taking into account information on the structure of the languagethat is provided by the user.The IdealClasses programwill take as input an acyclic automaton, anda collection of classes G1; G2; : : : ; Gn | sets of word endings which aresupposed to correspond to important lexical categories of the language.In the case of a Romance language, for example, each Gi could be theset of endings for a speci�c verb conjugation class, or the set of genderand number endings for a speci�c category of nouns.The main task of the program is to determine, for each state t of theautomaton, a sub-collection G(t) = fGi1; Gi2 ; : : :g of these classes, whichare approximately contained in the su�x set S(t) of t. The implicationis that every pre�x string leading to state t looks like a \stem" of thelanguage that belongs to all those classes, and can be completed withany of the corresponding endings.For instance, in the case of an English vocabulary, the program mightassign these three classes to the state t that is reached by the pre�xration-:1. the regular verb endings: G1 = f-; -s; -ed; -ingg;2. the regular noun endings: G2 = f-; -s; -'s; -s'; -likeg;3. the noun+al adjective endings: G3 = f-; -al; -allyg.By including these classes in G(t) the program is \explaining" manyof the words that use state t, like rationed and rationally. Note that



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 13these classes do not account for the word rationalized, even though -alized is a su�x of t. However, assuming that the program was givenalso the alternative verb classG4 = f-e; -es; -ed; -inggthen this class will get included in G(u), where u is the state reachedthrough the pre�x rationaliz-. This assignment will then \explain" theword rationalized.Thus, every assignment of classes G(t) to the states of the automatonde�nes an idealized version of the vocabulary, consisting of the words[t2QP (t) �0@ [G2G(t)G1Awhere Q is the set of all states, and P (t), as before, is the set of pre�xesof state t. Moreover, the assignment also de�nes a factoring of each wordin this idealized language into a \stem" (a pre�x of some state) and an\ending" (a string from some Gi); and, therefore, also assigns the wordto a speci�c class. Note that the classes Gi need not be disjoint, andthat certain words (like rations in English, or descendo in Portuguese)may be factored and classi�ed in more than one way.5.1 Assigning classes to statesIf languages were perfectly regular, and the input vocabularies were com-plete and error-free, the IdealClasses algorithm would be very simple:merely assign to each state t the set G(t) of all classes Gi that are con-tained in the su�x set S(t).Unfortunately, this algorithm is not suitable for real-world data, sincethe omission of a single word from the vocabulary could prevent a wholeclass Gi from being included in G(t). Therefore, the program will includea class Gi in G(t) even if it is not contained in S(t), as long as thedi�erence Gi n S(t) is smaller then a user-speci�ed threshold.



14 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�As part of the class-matching process, IdealClasses also builds a �niteacyclic automaton N that accepts the idealized version of the inputvocabulary. Initially, N is empty. The program examines states of theinput automaton in topological order, from the �nal state towards theroot. For each state t, the program �rst determines the matching classesG(t); then it adds to N a new state �(t) that recognizes the \idealized"version I(t) of S(t); that is,I(t) = R(t) [ [G2G(t)Gwhere R(t) = [a2�fag � I(ta)and ta stands for the state reached from t through the letter a.We are currently experimenting with more complex criteria for choos-ing the matching classes G(t). For instance, in the case of highly inectedlanguages it seems a good idea to consider the classes Gi in order of de-creasing size, and only add a class Gi to G(t) if Gi n I(t) is bigger thansome threshold.5.2 Using the IdealClasses toolMany applications of wordlists require that the words be marked withlexical category (verb, noun, etc.), and sometimes with even �ner cate-gories (transitive, intransitive, reexive, etc.). We hope that the Ideal-Classes program will be a useful aid for the task of adding such informa-tion to a plain wordlist.The input classes may be obtained from grammar books or otherlinguistic sources, or may be extracted from the wordlist itself, with thehelp of AutoAnalysis, without any knowledge of the language. Indeed,it is conceivable that IdealClasses may turn out to be a useful tool forlinguistic research.In any case, we expect IdealClasses to be useful as a debugging tool.By subtracting the idealized vocabulary from the original one, we will get



Application of Finite Automata in Debugging Natural Language : : : 15a list of words whose sets of endings do not �t any of the given classes.Misspellings and foreign words are thus likely to appear in this list. Thepreliminary experiments in this direction are quite encouraging.The program should be useful also as a tool for splitting a word listinto sub-lists according to lexical criteria (say, verbs and non-verbs), eachof them more regular than the original list, and hence easier to debug.6 Future workOur experience with the AutoAnalysis tool suggests that it would be evenmore e�ective if it were combined with MaintainAutomaton and made in-teractive. This improved tool would repeatedly look for a possible prob-lem in the automaton (an unproductive state, or a pair of similar ones),present the corresponding suggestions to the user for manual veri�cation,and immediately incorporate any corrections in the automaton. The newtool would also allow the user to interactively change its parameters, suchas the de�nition of similar states.It also seems desirable to provide the similar states algorithm withsome means to automatically detect and ignore some obviously bad sug-gestions, such as words that were previously checked and rejected bythe user (which we currently remove with the Unix tool comm, beforethe manual check), and words with invalid letter combinations, such asthree consecutive occurrences of the same consonant. We believe thatthis goal can be implemented very e�ciently by maintaining two addi-tional automata: one (very compact) representing the universe U of allletter sequences of length � lmax with no invalid trigrams, and oneencoding the set R of all previously rejected suggestions. Then, for ex-ample, we could rede�ne two states to be similar only if they can bemade equal by the addition of up to k words from U nR. This changealone could easily double the tool's e�ciency (ratio of valid suggestionsto total suggestions).



16 T. Kowaltowski, C. Lucchesi and J. Stol�7 ConclusionsIt seems that �nite automata provide an e�ective model in debugginglarge natural language vocabularies, even when such simple tools as ourAutoAnalysis program are used.Referências[1] A. W. Appel and G. J. Jacobson, \The wold's fastest Scrabble pro-gram." Commun. ACM, 31, 5 (1988).[2] Cl�audio L. Lucchesi and Tomasz Kowaltowski, \Applications of �-nite automata representing large vocabularies." Software { Practiceand Experience, 23, 1 (1993), 15-30.[3] Greg Nelson (ed.), System Programming with Modula-3, PrenticeHall, 1991.[4] Samuel P. Harbison, Modula-3. Prentice Hall, 1992.
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